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ABSTRACT
In this work, we showcase the Image2Text system, which is
a real-time captioning system that can generate human-level
natural language description for any input image. We formu-
late the problem of image captioning as a multimodal trans-
lation task. Analogous to machine translation, we present
a sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural networks (RNN)
model for image caption generation. Different from most
existing work where the whole image is represented by a
convolutional neural networks (CNN) feature, we propose to
represent the input image as a sequence of detected objects
to serve as the source sequence of the RNN model. Based on
the captioning framework, we develop a user-friendly system
to automatically generated human-level captions for users.
The system also enables users to detect salient objects in
an image, and retrieve similar images and corresponding de-
scriptions from a database.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image captioning is a challenging research topic due to

the requirements of the knowledge of both vision modality
and natural language modality. The ultimate goal of image
captioning is to generate natural language description for
any given image in a real-time manner, just like what we
humans do. Moreover, the generated language should be
capable of describing the objects and their relations in the
image in a grammar error-free and fluent way.
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a dog is holding a 
frisbee in its mouth

a man riding a wave 
on top of a surfboard

a black and white 
dog laying on a bed 

Figure 1: Example results of the system. Given
any image, the system is able to generate human-
level caption sentences, show detected objects with
bounding boxes and labels, and return similar im-
ages with corresponding sentences in real time.

Despite the difficulty of this task, there have been emerg-
ing efforts recently due to the success of introducing the
deep neural networks to this field. Most existing work lever-
ages the deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) and the
recurrent neural networks (RNN) in an encoding-decoding
scheme [6, 4, 1, 5, 3]. In these work, the input image is
usually encoded by a fixed length of CNN feature vector,
functioning as the first time-step input to the RNN; the de-
scription is generated by conditioning the output word at
each time step on the input visual vector as well as the pre-
vious generated words.

However, since the power of RNN lies in its capability
in modeling the contextual information between each time
step [2], the encoded visual vector extracted from the whole
image may weaken the RNN’s memory of the visual infor-
mation as it contains no temporal concept. To encode more
visual information to balance the source and the target se-
quence of the recurrent neural networks, a natural idea is
to leverage the object information in the image. We pro-
pose in this work to leverage the high-level features of the
detected objects in the image, in order to enrich the visual
part of the source sequence. The objects are arranged in a
sequence manner according to their saliency, and thus ex-
pand the encoding phase of the recurrent neural networks
for the image from one time step to multiple time steps.
The object features are then mapped into a common hidden



Figure 2: Examples of image caption generation.
Given any image, the model can generate the natu-
ral language description of the image in real time.

space to serve as the ‘visual words’ in the source sequence.
Thus the problem is formulated as a multimodal translation
problem, in which we use the detected objects in the image
to serve as the source input ‘language’, and the correspond-
ing words as the target language.

We develop an image captioning system, which allows the
users to 1) generate human-level natural language descrip-
tion of any input image, 2) detect objects in the given image
alongside caption generation, and 3) retrieve similar images
and descriptions from a database, which holds over 120,000
image-description pairs, all in real time. The core of the
system is a combination of pre-trained deep convolutional
neural networks for object detection, and recurrent neural
networks for caption generation.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Func.1 Examples The first function of the system is a
simple example section, which demonstrates the basic im-
age captioning task by presenting several example images
for users to choose. Once the user selects some image among
example images, a caption for the image will be generated
in the background process of the system, and the response
time is generally less than 0.2s. The main purpose of this
function is to provide users with ease to use the system at a
glance.
Func.2 Capioning The system provides an interface for
the users to upload an image or copy the image URL for
futher captioning. Once uploaded, a human-level descrip-
tion result of the image will be shown, also in a real-time
manner. The results contain three best candidates given by
the model, ordered by the log probability of the generation
result, as shown in Fig. 2.
Func.3 Detection and Captioning The third part of the
system provides a further functionality for the input image.
Beyond generating the caption of the image, the model will
also detect the objects in the image, and presents the detec-
tion result by drawing bounding boxes around the detected
objects. The object names are also shown on top of the

Figure 3: Alongside the image caption generation,
the system is also capable of detecting objects in the
image, whose bounding boxes and labels are shown
at the same time.

bounding boxes. Similar to the captioning function, three
candidate captions will be shown on the bottom of the im-
age, with the same ordering strategy, as shown in Fig. 3.
Func.4 Retrieval The system enables users to retrieve sim-
ilar images and corresponding descriptions from a database
given any input image. The user can have a glimpse of the
retrieved image by clicking one of them, and a pop-up box
will present a sharper version of the image, with the caption
below it, as shown in Fig. 4

Figure 4: Examples of image retrieval. Similar im-
ages to the query image and corresponding sentences
are returned.
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